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MESSAGE

FROM THE

PRESIDENT

OF

MUSLIMS AUSTRALIA ( AFIC)

Assalaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh

ADMIN

All praise and gratitude to Allah SWT for the achievements
and success of Islamic College of Brisbane.
It gives me great pleasure to congratulate our students at
Islamic College of Brisbane for your successes in 2011 and
encourage all students to pursue excellence in and out of the classroom.
I also thank the parents for their support in sharing the vision of enhancing
education at ICB and achieving academic excellence. Academic success is
important because it is strongly linked to the positive outcomes we value for
children.
As we celebrate your outstanding achievements and as many of you make plans for
the months and years ahead, you have a huge doorway of opportunity opened, a
real opportunity not only for personal success, but to be a success for those around
you, in your contributions to this community and country.
Whatever you do next, remember that the achievement of personal goals doesn’t
always guarantee personal fulfilment. Never forget the importance of, or the
rewards which can be gained, in serving those less fortunate and in highlighting the
good that exists in all of us.
I offer my sincere congratulations and warmest best wishes to each and every one
of you. Through your determination, dedication and diligence, you have brought
great credit to your family and friends, to ICB, but most significantly to yourselves.
Your success is our goal and we celebrate your achievements. We are confident
the completed new class rooms and buildings will add and enhance your
educational experiences at Islamic College of Brisbane.
Once again, I congratulate all students, parents, teachers, College Board members
and support staff of Islamic College of Brisbane for your hard work and dedication
in contributing to the continued success of the college, the individual and the
community.
Congratulations and Well Done!
May Allah reward each and every one of you who has worked and contributed to
the success of Islamic College of Brisbane in 2011 and InshaAllah may you
continue your exemplary efforts well into the future to be proud Citizens of Australia.
Assalaamu Alaikum
Ikebal Adam Patel
Muslims Australia (AFIC)
President.
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This year has been particularly busy for us for various reasons. Due to unforeseen
circumstances the certification for the Multi-Purpose Hall could not be obtained last
year. Additional work had to be done, and this included adding insulation to the
ceiling to reduce the echo. The building has now been completed and is available
for public use. The canteen remains to be equipped and this should be completed
during the holidays.

A new undercover Sports Facility is currently under construction at a cost of approximately
$420,000 of which the Government contributed $220,000. When completed, by the end of
November, this building will provide basketball and volleyball facilities for the students. In addition
to this project, the school’s fire services were upgraded at a cost of $465,000 to meet the present
and the future needs of the school. The Government contribution was $185,000 towards this
project.
The final phase of the current capital projects will comprise the extension of the car park, new bus
shelters, and a second entry road from Acacia Road from the southern end of our boundary.
Subject to funds being available this work is expected to commence during the Christmas holidays
and is estimated to cost about $2.4m. The second entry road would enable us to make the entry
to the school a “one way” entry during morning and afternoon peak hours and thus reduce the
traffic congestion currently being experienced.
A new Master Plan has been developed incorporating all of the above infrastructure as well as
proposed future developments. The Master Plan provides for new classroom buildings for the
secondary school, science labs, tennis courts and an indoor swimming pool. Once the plan is
approved and subject to the availability of funds, work on the secondary school building and the
tennis courts is expected to commence in late 2012.
We are proud that our school is recognized as one of the leading educational institutions in
Brisbane, both academically as well as having many modern facilities for the students. The
provision of all the above infrastructure has placed a heavy financial burden on the school. It
should be noted that apart from the Federal and State Government grants our only other source of
income is from the nominal school fees that we charge. Consequently, Management has had to
borrow funds to finance most of the above capital projects. We are constantly being reminded by
Federal and State authorities/funding agencies that our school fees are among the lowest in the
State. Cost comparisons of fees of private schools, reveal that ICB’s fees are a mere 25-30
percent of the total fees being charged by other private schools. Whilst we are conscious of the
current hard economic times faced by everyone, it should be noted that ICB is also not immune to
financial pressures. We too need to meet our financial obligations and are responsible for
servicing our debts.
I take this opportunity to thank my fellow Board Members, members of staff, members of CPAC,
parents and the community for their hard work and continuous support. To the students who are
leaving I wish you all the best for your future.
Mohammed Yusuf
Chairman
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The long-awaited Building 3A comprising ten classrooms was completed at the
end of the third term and this enabled the students to finally move from the old
demountable buildings. The old buildings are earmarked for demolition at the end of this year. The
new Library, equipped with all the modern facilities, is due for completion towards the end of 2011.
This new facility would provide much needed additional resources to our
students. Both Building 3A and the Library cost about $5.0m, of which the Federal and the State
Governments together contributed $1.8m, the Islamic Development Bank donated $330,000 (for
Building 3A) and the balance $2.88 m was raised by the school.

FROM

THE

PRINCIPAL

AsSalaamu Alaikum WaRahmathullah WaBharakatuh:
Retrospectively, 2011 turned out to be another successful year. Ongoing improvements
in curriculum development and delivery, increased participation in sporting and cultural
events, generous contribution to fundraisers and charities, and the construction of new
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facilities for students, mark 2011 as a very productive year for the College community.
As we reflect on the year that was, it’s worth remembering the words of Ali ibn Abi Talib
(RA); “One who thinks and reflects develops his foresight and vision.” In this sense I urge
all parents to discuss the year book and final report with their children; spend some time considering
engagement with the College’s Islamic ethos, their child’s academic strengths and weaknesses, as well as
participation in extra-curricular activities such as sport. Above all else, help your son or daughter to set goals,
for this becomes their roadmap for future success. Indeed, there is much to benefit us all in reflecting on
current circumstances and looking strategically to the future.
NAPLAN results 2011: One hundred percent of our Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 students were at or above the National
Bench Mark in Numeracy, Language Conventions and Writing, whereas in all year levels (Year 3, 5, 7, & 9)
and in all aspects of literacy and numeracy 92 to 99% were at and above the National Bench Mark. Our mean
score was above the state mean score in all aspects of literacy and numeracy in Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 except for
Year 7 reading and the Year 5 numeracy and reading, which were marginally lower than the state mean score.
Year 12 Results 2010 & 2011: All the 17 students in Year 12 (100%) were OP eligible and eligible for tertiary
entry. As reported in the ‘THE HIGH SCHOOL REPORT’ by Courier Mail: Tuesday, May 31, 2011, the Year 12
results were as follows: The College Dux of 2010 Momina Ahmed Allahwala achieving OP 1, three students
achieved OP 1-5 , 5 students achieved OP 6-10, 7 students achieved OP 11-15, 2 students achieved OP
16-20 and none in the range of OP 21-25.
Congratulations are due to the teachers and students for this excellent achievement. We expect similar or
even better results for this year’s Year 12 results and I would like to congratulate College Dux Ali Imran
(a prospective OP1 candidate) on his outstanding achievement.
ICAS & Other Competition Results: Our students took part in the International Competition and Assessment
for Schools conducted by University of New South Wales in English, Mathematics, Science, Computer Studies
and Spelling, besides taking part in the Westpac Mathematics Competition conducted by University of
Canberra and the Rio Tinto Science Competitions. They emerge with flying colours, achieving11 High
Distinction Awards, 91 Distinction Awards, 307 Credit Awards, 13 Proficiency Awards and 1 Prudent Award.
ICQ Annual Qur’an Recitation Competition 2011: Students from our College took part in the annual Qur’an
Recitation Competition organized by the Islamic Council of Queensland and Alhamdulillah, the crowd and the
judges were mesmerized by the quality of the recitation and they walked away with the majority of the prizes at
stake, including the overall winner. Our students achieved 4 first places, 3 second places, and an overall
winner for girls, Shareefa Issa. Students of our College, representing various madrassas, also won many
prizes including the boys’ overall winner by Haseeb Abdel-Hafiz.
Curriculum Planning: With the implementation of the National Curriculum on the horizon, adjustment of work
programs and curriculum was undertaken in several areas in 2010-11. Revised work programs and new trial
work programs were successfully implemented by Science, Mathematics and English Departments. I would
like to acknowledge Head of Secondary, Mr Benedict Sullivan and the respective Head of Departments Dr
Stuart Fuller, Mrs Shabana Ali and Mr Vincent Parry for their commitment to the College, as well as all
secondary teachers for their dedication to their students and subject areas.
Sports & HPE. Health and Physical Education (HPE) and Sport at ICB are headed up by Mr Dylan Chown
(HPE Head of Department, Head of Year 10) and Mrs Irina Mamino (Secondary Sports Coordinator, Head of
Year 8). By training and coordinating other staff, Mr Chown and Mrs Mamino have continued to improve and

build on the delivery of in-school and inter-school sports. The competitive element is greatly enhanced by the
opportunity to participate in the Queensland schools Touch Tournament and Sandstorm Series; these premier
fixtures add a degree of professionalism and expertise all students should aspire to.
Co–curricular Projects: Several important co-curricular projects were also initiated in 2011, which in time and
with support have the potential to greatly benefit the College community. These projects have included the
Primary teacher Ms Perrie Bourke; collaboration with Primary in the school values promotion and steps
towards adopting a ‘Health Promoting Schools’ framework. Based on the school values survey feedback the
College has adopted; responsibility, cleanliness, respect, caring, pride, honesty, unity, happiness with the
overarching value of spirituality as core values. Two values were focussed on each term and these concepts
are being integrated into teaching and learning, assemblies and were placed in a specific Islamic context by
the College Imams in 2011.
Student Leaders: The senior leaders, year level captains and house team leaders were soon voted for in
student leader elections in 2011. Some had more success than others in their role, but a culture of leadership,
service for others and pride in the College is continuing to grow. Secondary students benefitted from a
motivated team of House captains and vice captains this year, with many House leaders showing initiative and
leadership on several occasions. Other student leader delegates commendably represented the College at
events such as Commonwealth Observance Day at Queensland’s Parliament House; ANZAC Day; and
through the interfaith dialogues with other colleges, facilitated by Head of Islamic Studies, Imam Zeeyad Ravat.
Another co-curricular area in which selected students were given the opportunity to extend their learning and
represent the school was the UQ Science Ambassador program, coordinated by Dr Stuart Fuller. Many
students were recognised for outstanding achievement in academic competitions, as acknowledged in the
school magazine.
College Captains Ali Imran and Shaheeda Sadeed were role models to their peers and left their mark on the
College in their graduation year. Together with their Vice Captains and Prefects, they helped coordinate events
such as Harmony Day; the Jeans for Genes Day and the annual pre-Ramadan picnic. As is tradition, Year 12s
began the year with a formal induction ceremony and concluded their year with a formal dinner and graduation
ceremony held at school.
Highlights of the Primary College: In addition to the shared successful whole College academic
performance, the Primary College led by Mrs Rukhsana Ashraf had a busy schedule of workshops, excursions
enriched with “After School Sports”, Inter-School Sports, Swimming Program, participation in the “World
Environment Day Rally”, Girl Guides, Harmony Day celebration, NED show (Never Give Up, Encourage
Others, Do your best) and Inter-faith Day with Sinai College and Lady of Lourdes College.
In closing: Head of Secondary, Mr Benedict Sullivan, and Head of Primary, Mrs Rukhsana Ashraf throughout
2011 lead the secondary and primary campuses respectively through weekly staff meetings held on Monday/
Tuesday afternoons, with management decisions being discussed with Heads of Departments/Year Level
Co-ordinators and referred to the Principal for guidance / approval. Over the course of 2011, significant
improvements have been achieved in primary and secondary through strong leadership, a collaborative work
ethic and a willingness of staff to ‘go that extra mile’ for the benefit of the College and its students. This has
only been achieved through the hard work of our teaching staff, collaboration with students and parents and
ongoing support from CPAC and the Board of Management. I thank and congratulate the media team in
bringing this year’s magazine to fruition and thank one and all for a productive and successful 2011.
Enjoy the summer holidays everyone and let’s work towards making 2012 even better!
WasSalaam,
Dr Mubarak Noor
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waste reduction and recycling initiative spear headed by the Year 12 Health students and Mr Dylan Chown and
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HEAD OF PRIMARY REPORT
What makes Primary school at Islamic College of Brisbane so
special? Well in one sentence- the dedicated teachers,
supporting parents and well-behaved students make it special.
The 2011 primary school began very positively. The first
noticeable improvement to the primary School was the completion
of the third phase of the primary building. All our Year 4s and one
Year 2 class finally moved from their demountable classrooms to
the newly built air-conditioned classrooms. Now all our primary classes are in the
permanent building.
This year we welcomed the primary teaching group - Mrs Mohita Sharma, Mrs
Lauren Radovanov, Ms Courtney Donsky, Mrs Iram Khan, Ms Sarah Unicomb,
Mrs Fauzia Masood and Ms Joanne Walker. At the end of the first semester we
said farewell to Mrs Kelly Manley who moved to Rockhampton with her family. Mrs
Kelly Manley has been a dedicated teacher and we wish the very best in her future
endeavor.
Throughout the year our main focus was to promote our school values. Through
consultation with the school community we identified 8 core values and they are
responsibility, cleanliness, honesty, respect, unity, caring, pride and happiness.
We have chosen these values because we believe that it is important for people,
society and about learning and knowledge. We believe all students are learners
with the potential to succeed. As we give the highest priority to improve literacy
and numeracy skills for all our students and at the same time we make sure our
students instil some basic values, which will help them to be effective leaders in
the future. We believe our students will be high achievers, be responsible and
caring and will make a valuable contribution to the society.
Academic excellence has been achieved this year in more ways than one.
Excellence has been accomplished through ICAS English, Maths, Science and
Australian Westpac Maths Competition, in which there have been many
distinctions and high distinctions awarded. Many thanks to all our teachers who
have kept a strong and cooperative relationship between themselves and the
students, helping our students to feel comfortable, and giving them the best
possible academic opportunity.
In 2012, Queensland schools will plan, teach, assess and report on English,
Mathematics and Science across the year levels using the Australian Curriculum.
At the beginning of the second semester our teachers have been working
tirelessly towards curriculum reform. Many thanks to Dr Noor for providing Unit
planner, online curriculum planning tool that will help our teachers achieve
consistency in their teaching practices, while constantly improving their teaching
strategies.
I would like to acknowledge and thank all the teachers for their on-going support.
Thanks to our administrative and ground staff for their hard work. We will continue
to reflect upon and build up on the great work that was achieved by our staff over
the year so that we can provide every child the best possible educational
opportunity and outcome.
With the support of parents, we will maintain our educational excellence in the
wider community.
Mrs Rukhsana Ashraf
Head of Primary

HEAD

OF

SECONDARY REPORT
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The Head of Secondary role is one that is both challenging and immensely
rewarding. I am grateful for the professionalism and dedication of the
secondary teachers, who play such an important role in shaping the lives
of our young people. I would like to thank the College Principal and Board
of Management, Heads of Department, Librarians, Administrative, and
Ancillary staff for their ongoing support. Thank you also to CPAC and all
the parents and students who helped make the many events of the school
year possible.
Each year level made its unique contribution in 2011. The year 8s reminded us that the
progression to high school is a big step up. The many expectations and demands
associated with this transition create pressures a young person has never before
experienced; but most took it in their stride. An important factor in maintaining cohesion
amongst the year 8 group was the role year 11 and 12 students played in sorting out the
conflicts and disagreements which youngsters inevitably encounter as they transition to
their teenage years. No doubt we are reaping the rewards of several years’ emphasis on
student leadership at the senior level as well as the positive impact of various Health
initiatives throughout the year.
This year, the year 9s achieved solid results in NAPLAN; above the national benchmarks
in all areas apart from reading, which was one point below the state mean score. In this
regard, individual reading for pleasure and a love of books is something we all must try
harder to instil in this age of ‘light weight’ digital entertainment. The new College library
and future plans for dedicated secondary facilities will no doubt assist in this area.
Our year 10s face strict academic criteria to progress to year 11. Amongst this group, it is
noticeable that goal setting, good conduct, effective time management and supportive
structures and routines at home are often the key to success. Striking a balance amongst
the competing desires for academic success, social acceptance, sport and recreation is
quite a juggling act. At times this group must feel a world apart from their parents and
teachers, but with maturity comes the realisation that although the adults in their lives may
not have all the answers, in comparison they have all the life experience and can really
help them make the right decisions.
The year 11 cohort may relate to my comments in the previous paragraph. Year 11 is
probably the first time many face the reality that important decisions need to be taken and
that how they invest their time and effort over the next four semesters will have a major
impact on their life after school. A year 11 student strives to develop good habits and
unburden themselves of behaviours and attitudes that are counterproductive; this is part
of growing up. Amongst this group are our future College Captains, Vice Captains and
Prefects; all will leave their mark one way or another. Their legacy next year should be
something they aim to look back on with pride and satisfaction.
The pursuit of academic excellence in the senior school is well established. Entry is
selective, and for students who made the grade, 2011 will be a year they will hopefully
remember as a forge of personal character, abilities and aspirations. It’s no small thing,
completing high school and applying for tertiary study or entering the world of work, so I
wish every one of our graduands all the best. Our seniors have lived the College motto,
seek knowledge for all their teenage years; may they be steadfast in this virtue and may
their hard work bring them success and happiness.
During the year many events have shaped and inspired us all. These have been the
academic competitions, sporting and cultural occasions and other milestones documented
within these pages. Of most significance is the sense that tradition is being established in
what we value and what we accomplish as each year goes by. In this regard, students,
teachers and parents have all made significant contributions to the Islamic College of
Brisbane’s future and can take pride in its achievements.
I wish one and all a safe and happy summer break and look forward to seeing you again
in 2012.
Mr Benedict Sullivan,
Head of Secondary
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Assalamu Alaikum WR WB
CPAC is elected every February in order to represent parents within the school
and to forward our concerns to the school community as well as the School
Board, so that we can advocate for continued excellence in education for our
children, Insha-Allah.
One of the main roles of CPAC is to organize fundraising for the school.
Alhamdoelilah we were able to raise $25,654 after a successful fete in May
2011. Approximately $6000 of those funds went towards providing our children
with marquees for shade at sports carnivals and other events. Other CPAC
projects for funding are planned for the future, including the development and
equipping of the new tuck-shop kitchen in 2011/2012.
The Tuck-shop has been a challenging project for this year (running only 3
lunchtimes a week). Managing multiple volunteers through a constant roster for
the year and balancing this with the need to provide healthy nutritious meals for
the school has required an immense effort from the tuck-shop team. We take the
opportunity to thank the volunteers for all their hard work during the year and
look forward to the new tuck-shop kitchen and hopefully more parent
involvement so that we can offer service on more days, Insha Allah.
There are many challenges facing our school in these turbulent financial times. It
is the responsibility of CPAC, parents and the school community to tackle
challenges in a constructive manner with clarity of purpose. Raising awareness
of these challenges and advocating for change in discussion with the School
Board is imperative.
Here's how you can help:
Join CPAC at our monthly 1 hour Monday meetings.
Email ICBCPAC@gmail.com and lend your voice to providing constructive
solutions for the school. You could offer some time on a weekly basis to aid in
running the tuck-shop. The college could also use volunteers in the uniform
shop, library and primary excursions.
Ultimately the school is what we make of it as a community. Allah (SWT) will not
change the condition of people until they change what is within themselves.
Without a collective parent, student and teacher effort, we will not be able to
resolve some of the serious challenges affecting our school community.
On behalf of CPAC, we thank ALLAH (SWT) for the many opportunities and gifts
He has given our community, alhamdoelilah. Our hope is for the school
community to come together and support the many initiatives already in place to
improve the quality of the experiences of the students, parents and teachers of
ICB, Insha Allah.
WaSalaam

2011 COLLEGE CAPTAIN’S REPORT

One thing I learned was that being a school captain wasn’t about who had the
largest group of friends; rather it was about having initiative and being a good
role model for others. Most of all, it was about showing respect to everyone,
including all teachers and younger students. Although being school captain
may seem all fun and games from the outside, it comes with huge
responsibility. There will always be that extra pressure to perform well, to meet
high expectations and to always be prepared to help around school with
various tasks, even if it means sacrificing your own time. There will always be
people who bring you down, but part of being a captain is to be strong and set
in your identity, in your beliefs and your morals; thus, disallowing people to
affect you in a negative way. This position helped me to grow and mature in so
many ways. It opened my eyes to the unnecessary importance we place on all
the things that won’t help us in this world or the next. Being captain also gave
me a glimpse of the ‘big world’ I will InshaAllah be entering next year. Being
able to help other students and knowing these students put their trust in me,
was just a great feeling and it highlighted the importance of being trustworthy
and reliable. This title allowed me to apply my skills in a wide range of roles and
tasks. Graduating from year 12, I’ll mostly miss the Pre-Ramadan Picnic, the
Athletics Carnival, the English Speech Competition and all those other special
events that unite the school and have become part of our school culture and
tradition. I’ve created such fond memories with my amazing classmates and I
wish them the best of luck with whatever they do in the future.
I’d like to extend my special thanks to all the teachers as well. I would like to
show them my gratitude for always being available before school, after school
and during lunch breaks to help with assignments and other queries.
Most parents want their children to become doctors, lawyers, engineers, and
they often undervalue teachers. What we all need to remember is that without
teachers, there will be no doctors, lawyers or engineers. So on behalf of year
12, thank you for the patience and hard efforts you put into us. All I can say to
students is don't limit yourself. Many people limit themselves to what they think
they can do. It’s possible to go as far as you want to go. It’s like that saying “if
you believe, you can achieve”. I can assure you that year 12 will be the most
stressful yet memorable year of your schooling life. Make the most of it. The
culture and environment of any school depends heavily on the students. So it’s
up to you if you want your school life to be miserable or enjoyable for yourself
as well as for others. I wish the best for all students.
Shaheeda Sadeed

LEADERS

The year 2011 has been a challenging yet exciting one.
Alhamdulilah, I received the honour of being named College
Captain and had the opportunity to represent ICB in various
events. I interacted with a range of schoolmates and created
friendships and bonds with younger students. I attended events
such as the Commonwealth Day Observance Ceremony,
afternoon tea at Stretton State College, Eid celebration at
Woodridge State High School and was lucky enough to be
present at the UN’s International Women’s Day Youth Leadership
Forum at Clayfield College. It was amazing being able to represent the school
I’ve been attending since the very first day.

LEADERS

2011 COLLEGE CAPTAIN’S REPORT
2011 has been a busy year for the senior class. The burden of QCS,
deciding which university to go to and choosing which courses to
apply for is, generally, a daunting and stressful time in one’s life. To
negate any potential emotional meltdowns I understand that it is
customary for the school to provide senior students with a distraction.
To this end, every senior student was presented with a nifty little
badge that said SENIOR 2011. I assume this was to remind us that
we were indeed seniors and that we need only “hold on” for another
year. Furthermore, the school presented extra badges to those they thought more
unstable than others. This was worrying, seeing as how they presented me with
one that read SCHOOL CAPTAIN. Even more alarming was the fact that they had
given me one last year that said RED VICE CAPTAIN! I was later informed that
these badges were in fact not trinkets but were positions to which we had been
appointed (a likely story). Regardless, the crucible of leadership had been passed
onto me and the class along with the responsibilities.
It is truly an honour to have been chosen as the School Captain. Leadership is
perhaps the most important quality a person can have. To lead does not merely
entail the delegation of duties but also requires one to understand the needs of
others. A keen ear is more useful than a demanding tongue. Furthermore,
representation is also incumbent on a leader. It has been a privilege to have
represented the school on numerous occasions such as the Commonwealth
Observance ceremony at St John’s Cathedral in the city, the ANZAC day
ceremony at school and the Eid Celebrations at the Woodridge State High School.
I have also had the pleasure of participating in a religious dialog along with the
senior boys with Padua College that visited ICB.
ICB has always been a unique school. Nowhere can such cultural diversity be
observed in one community. The plethora of languages and cultures present is
astonishing. This diverse setting is an amazing place in which to attend school. It is
against this diverse backdrop that a vibrant community has emerged, a community
where friendships have been made across cultural boundaries. It is through events
such as Harmony Day celebrations that we hope to foster feelings of unity and
friendship throughout the school community. Traditions such as the Pre-Ramadan
Picnic have become regular fixtures on the school calendar.
School is not only about studies (although our parents would have us believe
otherwise). It is an opportunity to develop as a person, to forge your identity and to
perfect your character. It is a chance to make friends and learn how to respect
others. It is a chance to make mistakes and learn from them. It is a chance to be
brave and try new things, discovering new likes and dislikes as you go along. It is a
chance to receive some wisdom from your teachers. It is a chance to step up and
make a difference, no matter how big or small. School is essentially a dry run for
life, a chance to get your feet wet before being hurdled into the open sea. So take
a good run up because jumping is better than being pushed in.
Ali Imran

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL

William Forsyth
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The Islamic College of Brisbane’s student council and leadership system has
made a quantum leap since it was formed by the late Mr. Cho in 2007. He had a
vision of a student leader hierarchy, where each student leader would impart their
knowledge to the level below them. In theory everything worked, but the student
council pioneers kicked things off with a rather slow start. Nobody in the school
had the experience needed to run a council, so in the first couple years everything
was essentially self-taught. But give a system like this enough time, and it will
refine itself to the point of perfection. I’ve had the privilege of being a part of this
student council from the beginning, and I’ve gone through the multiple phases the
council has experienced. The council used to be very active in terms of running
everyday school life. A few years ago we had weekly assemblies, and these
assemblies were run primarily by the student council. We also organised a
plethora of lunch-time events, with the most successful of them being a personal
project of the cross-country relays. But when the landscaping and construction
came along, these relays had to be called off. But that wasn’t the end, fresh faces
stepped up to the plate to hold their own events, and now we have an annual
tradition of soccer and touch football competitions which actively engage just
about every student, whether they’re spectating or participating!
But this year the student council tried something different. Instead of the hierarchy
and leadership ladder of representatives from every year, this year the council
became filled exclusively with senior members in the final year of Grade 12. This
change in structure proved to be more effective than anybody could have
anticipated. With the council comprised solely of senior members, it became
something the younger students could look up to, and respect. The main role of
the council was to engage with the students and help them with their problems
and assist them to get through it all, we became that essential bridge between
students and teachers that was lacking in past years. Our school captains, gave it
their all to solve student disputes and act as mediators to arguments. Being
students themselves, they were able to engage with the younger students and
reach out and solve problems in a way no teacher would be able to. The council
also acted as behaviour management, keeping the misbehaving students in line,
and taking a bit of that load off the teachers, something I’m sure they’re thanking
us for! However, that wasn’t everything we did this year. This council took up the
role of the school’s representatives, and actively engaged with other schools to
form bonds and ties that every school needs. Recently we were invited to
Woodridge State High School for Eid celebrations with their Muslim students, and
we left that school with promises
to engage more with each other
socially, academically, and
athletically. With the council of ’11
departing definitely, I can say with
confidence that the council of
2012 s in very safe hands.
We’re only starting to tap into the
true potential of a student council,
and there’s plenty of time ahead
for the ICB’s student council to
flourish into perfection.

LEADERS

PRIMARY PREFECT REFLECTIONS
Being a primary prefect has been a great experience. It is an experience that I will
always remember. It was a great opportunity and a learning experience for me.
Being a prefect was a joyful and exciting experience. We were trusted with a lot of
duties. I eventually became confident after being the master of ceremonies for
Student of the Month Assemblies which was exciting but scary.
I thank the teachers for choosing me as a 2011 Primary Prefect. I will be sad to
leave primary school at the end of the year but I am glad I am going into
secondary. I wish all the future primary students good luck.
Zuheyra Kaya
As prefect, I have enjoyed doing prayer duties and assisting the primary teachers.
I really loved being a prefect as I was a role model to all other primary students. I
had to make sure that I behaved appropriately at all times. I liked being a prefect
because I could encourage and help students to do better. Being a primary
prefect, I got the opportunity to meet and know other students. So far this year I
have had a great experience as a prefect and inshallah will continue to do so for
the rest of the year.
Ebrahim Sadeed

BUDDY MENTORING PROGRAM

LORD MAYOR’S YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
This year I had the honour of being selected to be the representative
for ICB, at the Lord Mayor's Youth Advisory Council (LMYAC). The
LMYAC, is a group of sixty Year 10 students from various high
schools across Brisbane, who met once a term to discuss matters
affecting youth in the city, and to provide a younger perspective on
the many issues that City Council deals with every day.
The first meeting, held in March, dealt with environmental
sustainability, local libraries, and the recovery effort for the
devastating floods that wrecked the state earlier this year.
The June meeting again dealt with sustainability, as well as youth activities in the
city and the Brisbane Access and Inclusion Plan. In addition to these, members of
the LMYAC were able to raise their own problems, which were addressed in the
next meeting. The local government had heard and had responded a range of
issues from energy consumptions in schools and workplaces and youth
homelessness, to public transport issues. This year also saw the launch of ibrary.
An initiative born of an issue the LMYAC first raised two years ago, where students
required easier access to local learning materials. In my role as ICB's representative
at the LMYAC, I met many people, including former Lord Mayor, Campbell Newman
and current Lord Mayor, Graham Quirk. On top of that I also had the pleasure of
working with a variety of other students from other schools across, all with their own
unique contributions to the LMYAC.
Being a member of 2011's LMYAC was an enjoyable learning experience, and I
hope to pass on the role to a Year 10 student next year.
Salih Mohamed, 10A
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Each week, students in the primary school take part in a buddy mentoring
program. Classes from a lower primary buddy-up with classes from upper
primary. Students participate in
activities such as sports, games and art and reading. Students enjoy buddy time
and always look forward to it.

ISLAMIC

All Praises due to Allah, the Almighty and All
Powerful.
Innumerable durood and salaam upon our beloved
Nabi (peace be upon him).
Education, as we know it, is being overhauled with
the introduction of outcomes-based education. The
classroom of the 21st century has to be converted
into a high tech learning centre. The “chalk and talk”
now lies with the dinosaurs. As teachers we are challenged to introduce new tools
of planning, teaching and learning. Modern research indicates that when learners
were interviewed, they said that they were bored in the classroom and are no
longer stimulated to learn. The internet has become an integral part of learning and
teaching. Facebook, YouTube, Twitter have become the medium of communication
of the 21st century learner. The biggest challenge in today’s classroom is to keep
learners entertained and stimulated for the full duration of the period, failing in
which discipline becomes a problem. Discipline of learners appears to be the
talking point of all stakeholders in education. The “blame game” knows no end.
Parents blame the school and vice versa. The school, parents and society need to
work together and strive to mould our children into good character Muslims,
fulfilling the tenets of Islam and gaining the pleasure of Allah (swt). Social
responsibility must be seen as a natural outcome in the education process. Both
the home and the community play a vital role in enforcing these lessons that are
being taught in school everyday.
The process of education is like a triangle. A triangle is not complete unless it has
three corners. The three corners of education are the teacher, the pupil and the
parent. With any of this missing, education remains incomplete. Surveys taken
consistently indicate that any child who performs well at school - academically or
otherwise – even in manners, conduct and behaviour - is mainly because the
educational triangle is complete. As a parent, it is encouraged to sit down daily with
your child and discuss their day at school. Simple questions like, how did the day
go? What did you learn? Was it exciting? Were there any problems, etc. Children
need to express themselves, their feelings, emotions, concerns, views, opinions
and thoughts. Give them this opportunity.
You will be surprised how much you do not know about your child’s life.
This little discussion sends a positive message that you as a parent are interested
in them and especially in their education. This will motivate and encourage them
even more. A great benefit of this daily get together will result in the bonding of the
family.
A strongly bonded family produces a stable and strong child. A disjointed family
results in a confused and vulnerable child who could experience psychological
disorders and eventually become a liability to the family and the society. Today
most homes are like hotels. Strangers check in and out. Each one has his/ her
timings and occupations and there are no healthy interactions.

It is for these reasons children become quickly influenced by their peers who they
feel care for them and support them more than their own parents. A loved and
cared for child is most likely to influence rather than to be influenced.

At the Islamic College of Brisbane the Islamic and Arabic team are dedicated to
implement this ethos within our children. Alhumdullilah, this year was another
successful year where our students performed extraordinarily in our interschool
and ICQ Quran competitions. Our Arabic teachers trained various students to sing
lovely Arabic anasheed at various occasions including our Annual Fete. The
primary Islamic teachers created an emotional environment of Hajj within the
College and all classes were taken on a virtual Hajj tour. In secondary, we had the
Padua College visiting us and having an informative session of Islam by our
students. Our seniors with Imams visited Woodridge State High for Eid celebrations
to extend a warm hand of brotherhood. Our team is dedicated to provide a
complete curriculum of Islamic Studies for next year, shortly inshaallah. We also
will be starting our own newsletter to keep parents informed of our activities and it
will include a column from all the respected Imams and Muallimahs. We would like
to welcome Imam Tariq Syed and Imam Riyaaz Seedat who joined our Islamic and
Arabic Team this year.
May Allah Ta’ala accept the noble efforts of the Board members, Principal,
teachers, parents and students, who’s dedication and tireless efforts have become
the means of progress and success of the college. May Allah Ta’ala grant many
more steps in advancement and accomplishment.
Aameen
Imam Zeeyad Ravat
Head of Islamic and Arabic Studies.
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Whilst we are aware of the complaints of poor behaviour by some learners this
makes up a small percentage of students. Islamic colleges are the better option for
holistic nurturing of the pupil. Quality time is allotted for religious learning. There is
no difficulty in adopting the Islamic attire and there is opportunity of fulfilling the
most important injunction, Salah. Together with these bounties there are also visits
to the school by learned Muslim scholars, who guide and advise the youth in
respect of Islamic morals. Of course complementing the Islamic education and
secular education is the need for development of beautiful and noble character,
righteousness and Allah consciousness. This spiritual nurturing and moulding are
most successfully accomplished when teachers at Islamic colleges are committed
to Islamic ideologies. They will then leave an undeniable mark on the lives of the
students having passed on the same beautiful Islamic principles and cultivating that
same love and obedience for Allah Ta’ala and His beloved Rasool (pbuh) which
are the touchstones to success in both the worlds.

ISLAMIC

CONGRATULATIONS

FOR

FINISHING ONE JUZAA

Dear respected parents salaam, on behalf of the school, I wish to congratulate all of
you Ramadhan and Aid Mubarak, may Allah (SW) accept our prayers and our
fasting Inshallah. It is great pleasure to share happiness with you and all the students who succeeded to finish memorizing the first Juzaa of the Holy Qura’n”Amma”
this term. I would like to thank Iffat Afandi and Razane Gesmi from (6C), Omar
Mokrani and Ismail Ali from(5B) on their completion.
Really, there is no reward equals learning Qura’n and no present can resemble the
honor of understanding its verses (Aayat).
It is a drop from an ocean of gratitude, and thankfulness for those who spend time,
effort, and care for the holiest book ever.

This is the Book about which there is no doubt, guidance for those conscious of Allah.
The Prophet, sallallaahu alayhi wa sallam, said "Whoever reads the Quran,
memorizes it, and acts upon it, on the Day of Judgment he will be clad (by angels)
with a crown of light, its light is like the sunlight and his parents will be clad with two
garments better than the whole world and whatever it contains." So they would
amazingly ask: "What action did we do to deserve this?" They will be told: "Because
your son memorized the Quran. [Al-Haakim].

Our position in Paradise is determined by the amount of Qur'an we memorize in this life!

THE PURIFICATION (AL-TAHARAH):

By enjoining cleanliness of body upon man Islam awakens him to the realisation of
the fact that when impurities on the body of a man produce such unhealthy effects
on his physical being and corrode his mental health, how miserable his life would be
when his soul is polluted with impurities. The process of the purification of the soul
should, therefore, start with the purification of the body.

THE MERIT OF WUDU AND THAT OF PRAYER AFTER IT
The freed slave of 'Uthman. said: I heard from 'Uthman bin 'Affan and he was in the
courtyard of the mosque, when the Mu'adhin (announcer of the prayer) came to him
at the time of afternoon prayer. So he ('Uthman) called for the ablution water and
performed ablution and then said: By Allah, I am narrating to you a Hadith. If there
were not a verse in the Book of Allah, I would have never narrated it to you. I heard
Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) say: If a Muslim performs ablution and
does it well and offers prayer, all his (sins) during the period from one prayer to
another would be pardoned by Allah.
Abu Huraira reported: The Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him) came to
the graveyard and said: Peace be upon you! the abode of the believing people and
we, if God so wills, are about to join you. I love to see my brothers.
They (the hearers) said: Aren't we your brothers-Messenger of Allah? He said: You
are my companions, and our brothers are those who have, so far, not come into the
world. They said: Messenger of Allah, how would you recognise those persons of
your Ummah who have not yet been born? He said: Supposing a man had horses
with white blazes on foreheads and legs among horses which were all black, tell me,
would he not recognise his own horses? They said: Certainly. Messenger of
Allah said: They would come with white faces and arms and legs owing to ablution,
and I would arrive at the Cistern before them. Some people would be driven away
from my Cistern as the stray camel is driven away. I would call out Come, come.
Then it would be said (to me): These people changed themselves after you, and I
would say: Be off, be off.
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We all know that the love of Allah is the highest aim of a true believer. The love of
God is not something inert or lifeless; it is dynamic in the sense that it calls for a
complete change in the life of man: change in his/her thoughts and ideas and
change in his conduct and behaviour. One who claims to be a believer in Allah has
to make a good deal of effort with a view to pleasing his Lord. He has to purify his
soul from all evil thoughts and fancies so that the love of God should reside in it.
Unless the soul is purged of all impurities one cannot achieve salvation. This is
known as Taharah in Islam, and it is the foundation-stone of Iman. This high
objective of the purification of the soul requires intentional and deliberate efforts and
a good deal of sacrifice on the part of man, and the most elementary stage in this
sacred path is the cleanliness of body.

At the beginning of making Wudu recite:
+
ِ َّ بِ ْس ِم
"I begin in the name of Allah, who is the Most Merciful, Most Gracious".
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During Wudu recite:
ْ اللَّ ُھ َّم
اركْ لِي فِي ِر ْزقِي
ِّ اغف ِْر لِي َذ ْنبِي َو َو
ِ س ْع لِي فِي دَ ِاري َو َب
"O Allah, forgive my sins and widen my grave and grant barakat in my Rizq
(sustenance)".
On completion of Wudu Look towards the sky and recite:
َّ أَش َھ ُد أَنْ َال إِلَ َه إِ َّال
ْ َش ِري َك لَ ُه َوأ
َ ُ َو ْحدَ هُ َال+
سولَ ُه
ُ ش َھ ُد أَنَّ ُم َحمَّدَ اً َعبْدَ هُ َو َر
"I testify that there is no one worthy of worship besides Allah. He is all by
Himself and has no partner and I testify that Muhammad is Allah's Rasul
(Messenger)".
Eight doors of Jannah will be open for the reciter of this duaa. He will be able to
enter from whichever door he pleases. (Mishkat)
Thereafter this duaa should be recited :
َاج َع ْلنِي مِنَ ا ْل ُم َت َط ِّھ ِرين
ْ اج َع ْلنِي مِنَ ال َّت َّوابِينَ َو
ْ اللَّ ُھ َّم
"O Allah, count me (make me) among those who seek forgiveness and amongst
those who stay clean".
Also recite this duaa:
ْ َس ْب َحا َن َك ال َّل ُھ َّم َوبِ َح ْم ِد َك أ
وب إِلَ ْي َك
َ ش َھ ُد أَنْ َال إِلَ َه إِ َّال أَ ْنتَ أَ ْس َت ْغفِ ُر َك َوأَ ُت
ُ
"O Allah, You are pure, I praise You and testify that only You are worthy of
worship and I seek forgiveness from You (I turn to You for forgiveness).
These are some of our students performing Wudu:

Wudhu is a way to purify the body
before an act of Ibadah. There are 9
steps in Wudhu. Some of these include: Washing face, Arms, hair
and feet. Wudhu also removes sins
from our body. So that’s why
Prophet ((SAW) made it compulsory for us to make Wudhu.

By:

Amna Alam (5A)

By: Mrs Mesbah, Islamic

I feel refreshed when I
make my Wudhu and
all my Sins are being
washed away with water, I feel very clean
and my soul has been
cleaned.
By : Zaineb Ali (4A)
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Arabic Language   
The importance of learning Arabic and developing an understanding of it derives fundamentally from the fact that it is the
language of the Quran,. Learning Arabic enables students to read the Qurán as well as understanding it’s meaning which
makes it more beneficial and meaningful.
Our Arabic curriculum was designed to teach students to develop an understanding of letters and symbols of the language
in the early years then progressively learn to link letters, words and phrases throughout their years at the school.

Sunnybank Hills Library , grand opening of Arabic Section
When I came to Islamic College of Brisbane
in 2007, I did not know how to write or read
Arabic. However, from my ﬁrst Arabic lesson in
Grade 4, I started to learn how to read and write
with the assistance of my Arabic teacher. She
taught me many things star&ng from level one
un&l the highest point I could reach. The ﬁrst
thing I could remember was that she taught me
the Arabic alphabets and how to pronounce
them correctly. Then throughout that year, the
teacher taught me how to write Arabic step by
step by joining the le*ers together to form a
perfect sentence. As I remember, every week we
would have a spelling test, and trust me I wasn’t
that good at it. However, I would constantly
learn from my mistakes and would try my best to
improve my results in the following tests.
When I reached Grade 7, I learned many new
things from the same Arabic teacher who I had
from Grade 4. Throughout Grade 7, I realised
that I had drama&cally improved and developed
my Arabic reading, listening, speaking and
wri&ng skills. To top it all, I received a trophy
for excellence in Arabic for Arabic as a second
language. I would like to share with everyone
that if we work hard and are willing to take
risks even if the task at hand seems very
diﬃcult, we will taste success eventually. We
must also learn from our mistakes and never
give up. Now that I’m in Grade 8, I’m trying my
best to work really hard in every subject
Including Arabic, Inshalla.
….. By: Farah Fauzi
Since the ﬁrst day my daughter came to this
school she has improved her Arabic skill a lot and
I am very proud of her because she is keen to
learn. Her Quran reading has also perfected due
to the eﬀort she put in Arabic. I must also thank
the school for oﬀering Arabic as a language.
...Mum: Fitriana Fauzi
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I enjoy Arabic not only
because it is the language
of the Quran and increases
my understanding of it, but
also because it is a
challenging and very
different subject. I mostly
enjoy
translations, but
other things are
also fun,
especially the
communication
activities
...Zahra Ali
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Ramadan is a sacred and holy month for Muslims all around the world. Fasting is
compulsory for every able man and woman. The act of fasting redirects the heart
away from worldly, mundane activities towards Allah. It is a time for spiritual
reflection, prayer and recitation of the holy Quran.
Fasting in Islam is considered to be a means of practicing self control .It teaches us
to appreciate food, and sympathise with the poor and starving. As a prelude to this
time, a Pre-Ramadan picnic was organized for the Secondary School and everyone
shared a meal to celebrate this event. Once again, a very
sincere thank you must be given to Mr.Sullivan who has
organized this for many years. He was helped by year
twelve and other students throughout the day. Thanks to
all who made this day such a success!

EVENTS

PRE-RAMADAN PICNIC

EVENTS

EVENTS
Once again, the school fete was a
huge success. it was a glorious day
and the crowds enjoyed the sunshine,
the aroma of beautiful curries, koftas
and kebabs. There was Bosnian
cuisine, Lebanese, Turkish ,Pakistani
and Indian– just to name a few!
Children enjoyed pony rides, patting
the animals and a variety of rides. Add
face painting, henna, camel rides and
a test of strength with the sledge
hammer- there was something for
everyone! As usual, this would not be
possible without the dedicated parents
who gave up so much time and put in
a massive effort to make this
possible.
THANK YOU to parents, teachers,
students and visitors!

EVENTS

HARMONY DAY

CELEBRATING OUR DIFFERENCES

ANZAC DAY 2011

EVENTS
Anzac Day is a very important day in our school calendar. We come together as a
school to commemorate all those who have lost their lives in war– especially in
the Gallipoli campaign in 1915. We do not celebrate war, but the human spirit of
the brave men and women who fought so that we may be free. Remember, there
are no winners in war and we have many other nationalities who also lost their
lives– just as Australians and
New Zealanders did.

LEST WE FORGET

EVENTS

BUILDING THE EDUCATION
REVOLUTION PROGRAM

The Building the Education Revolution (BER) program is the single largest element
of the Australian Government’s $42 billion Nation Building - Economic Stimulus
Plan, with around 24 000 projects delivered in every community across Australia.
The $16.2 billion BER program aim is to modernise schools through the delivery of
necessary infrastructure and by doing so have support local jobs and stimulate
investment.
The Islamic College of Brisbane as one of the beneficiaries of BER program is
building a brighter future for hundreds of students with the $ 3.3 million dollar
Multi-Purpose Hall project facility to enhance and develop the young minds of our
future generations. With our college having completed the Primary Schools for the
21st Century (P21) project, a new multi-purpose hall we are excited in delivering
positive outcomes, seeing first hand the smiles on staff and students’ faces.
In our college the students, teachers and the communities are already enjoying the
benefits of recently completed BER Multi-Purpose Hall project delivering
world-class, 21st century facilities. The college community would like to express our
sincere gratitude for the value added to our college infrastructure through the BER.
The effect of BER in our college has been paramount as our teachers and staffs are
ecstatic with the long term outcomes.

EVENTS

BOOK FAIR
Our annual fundraising even was a huge success this year. Many thanks to those
parents, teachers, students who supported the library and helped to raise a profit
of $2500 worth of books to add to our collection.

BOOK WEEK— “ONE WORLD MANY STORIES”
Our annual book week celebrations were washed out this year due to renovations
for our new library upstairs. Everyone is looking forward to moving into its new
premises and being able to use its new facilities.

ROBOTICS

EVENTS
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ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
On the 1st of August 2011, all the year 8 classes attended a robotics workshop. This
workshop was for the unit of robotics studied in IT. When we attended the workshop
we got to program robots.
These robots were to be programmed with the information that determined how to
move them and turn them around, as well as how to have them make sounds.
Many tasks had to be completed including making the figure eight, and saying
‘hooray.’ The workshop was fun and interesting and the students really enjoyed
what they learnt.

EVENTS

COMMONWEALTH DAY
OBSERVANCE CEREMONY
During March, 2011, Ali Imran, Shaheeda
Sadeed, William Forsyth and Hanife Erol joined
many other student representatives from a huge
variety of Brisbane schools to attend the
Commonwealth Day Observance Ceremony at
St. John’s Cathedral.
In the observance of this event, the theme
‘Women as Agents of Change’ was chosen and
integrated into the service. The Governor of
Queensland, Ms Penelope Wensley, opened the
ceremony with a message from Her Majesty,
Queen Elizabeth II. Religious leaders of 7
different faiths were also present and answered
various questions regarding the theme.
Small refreshments were provided and ICB’s
captains and vice captains had the opportunity
to talk to other student leaders in Brisbane.
Overall, it was a wonderful experience that
allowed the captains and vice captains to
represent ICB in the community. The day was
also very beneficial as many current and
complex issues related to women were
discussed.
Shaheeda Sadeed

EVENTS

JEANS FOR GENES DAY

Jeans for Genes Day was an event where people
were clad in denim nation-wide to support the
Children’s Medical Research Institute in their quest to
discover a cure for genetic diseases. On Thursday
the 15th of August, almost every secondary student
and teacher wore denim. The fundraiser was a huge
success. Winners for best dressed in each class were
announced and various merchandise was sold. An
assembly was also held to discuss the importance of
the day.
Many thanks to all who donated and participated in this worthy cause. A
special thanks to all those who worked hard behind-the-scenes to make
this day possible and enjoyable.
Huda Tayib

EVENTS
YEAR LEVEL WIERS: YEAR 8. Niyha Imran
YEAR 9.Zakiah Ahmed
YEAR 10.Sumayya Hussein
SENIOR.Shaheeda Sadeed
RUERS UP: YEAR 8. Ruqayyah Saheed
YEAR 9. Mahnoor Syed
YEAR 10. Oumama Hadj Mohammed
SENIOR. Saida Adam
COGRATULATIO TO ALL
on another successful speech night!
The standard was very high!

ICAS - 2011 ENGLISH Competition Results
High Distinction

Maryam
Mahmoud
Year 9

High Distinction

Distinction

Ali Imran

Furqan Ahmed

Fatma Hesna
Yilmaz

Zakiah Ahmed

Year 12

Year 10

Year 9

Year 9

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Zuha Ali

Abdullah Odzic

Adestia
Queenslandari

Nisma
Abu-Shawish

Year 9

Year 9

Year 7

Year 7

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

ICAS - 2011 ENGLISH Competition Results
Distinction (Continued)

Zahra Ali

Zaina T. A.
Shamshir

Muhammad
Hassen

Amna Alam

Year 6

Year 6

Year 6

Year 5

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Shayma Nejari

Masrur Alam

Zarifa
Resulovic

Rumaisah S
Zaman

Year 5

Year 4

Year 4

Year 4

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Zainab Ali

Ruqayya
Dawoodjee

Kowsar
Mohammed

Sheren Zein

Year 4

Year 4

Year 4

Year 4

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

ICAS - 2011 ENGLISH Competition Results

Credits

Nabiha Peer
Year 12

Muhammad Pathan
Year 8

Maryam Abushaaban
Year 4

Shaheeda Sadeed
Year 12

Meltem Ertan
Year 8

Zunairah Akbar
Year 4

Talha Ahmed
Year 11

Fazal Mohammed
Year 8

Amber Hussain
Year 4

Nisha Mehwish
Year 11

Zakariye Mohamed
Year 7

Aisha Wilson
Year 4

Huda Tayib
Year 11

Sara Alam
Year 7

Nour El-Deen Younes
Year 4

Rasheed Romero
Year 11

UzairAli
Year 7

Haydar Haldar
Year 4

Areeba Alam
Year 10

Azeez Bodija
Year 7

Deen Hasanovic
Year 4

Adam Zein
Year 10

Meryem Bilgin
Year 7

Housam Joukhi
Year 4

Zakeriya Mohamed
Year 10

Saleha Hussain
Year 7

Sahar Mohammed
Year 4

Maryam Allami
Year 10

Nouri Hijazi
Year 7

Abdullah Bulbula
Year 4

Mahnoor Syed
Year 9

Naaerah Dawoodjee
Year 6

Taha Danawi
Year 4

Muberra Kara
Year 9

Nadya Wilson
Year 6

Teeba Al-Shididi
Year 3

Azmeena Ameen
Year 8

Nasiha Peer
Year 6

Safiyah Sahib
Year 3

Sarah Gardner
Year 8

Rida Ahmed
Year 6

Dilara Humeyra Kaya
Year 3

Samarah Nasir
Year 8

Salmaan Khan
Year 6

Aqsa Khan
Year 3

Aminah Grant-Williams
Year 8

Khalid Gedi
Year 5

Sabeehah Khan
Year 3

Ruqayyah Hage-Hassan
Year 8

Amaan Ishaq
Year 5

Zaydaan Meman
Year 3
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Distinction

Adam Forsyth

Omar
Abdelmawla

Zahra Ali

Nadya Wilson

Year 7

Year 7

Year 6

Year 6

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Zaina T. A.
Shamshir

Shayma Nejari

Sheren Zein

Nour El-Deen
Younes

Year 6

Year 5

Year 4

Year 4

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Masrur Alam

Rahib
Taiyab

Year 4

Year 4

Distinction

Distinction
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Credits
Shayma Mokrani
Year 7

Tasha Forsyth
Year 5

Imtinan Gorashi
Year 4

Fauzan Armia
Year 7

Amna Alam
Year 5

Deen Hasanovic
Year 4

Yunsar Ahmed
Year 7

Aishah Ahmed
Year 4

Mohsen Moussa
Year 4

Sara Alam
Year 7

Awan Bof
Year 4

Ruweyda Sheikh
Year 4

Miski Omar
Year 7

Housam Joukhi
Year 4

Abdullah Bulbulia
Year 4

Henna Imran
Year 7

Abdul Moqeet
Year 4

Mirza Habul
Year 3

Balqis B. Ali El Hanandeh
Year 7

Ruqayya Dawoodjee
Year 4

Najma Ali
Year 3

Zara Ahmed
Year 7

Zainab Ali
Year 4

Samira Gedi
Year 3

Sarah Nawaf Nayef
Year 7

Shiva Armia
Year 4

Hamzah Hassen
Year 3

Nisma Abu-Shawish
Year 7

Kowsar Mohammed
Year 4

Waseem Mustapha
Year 3

Ahmad Sabdia
Year 6

Salih Kutbay
Year 4

Humza Rane
Year 3

Muthaqi Ibn Mohamed
Year 6

Zarifa Resulovic
Year 4

Aisha Zeeba Ghafoor
Year 3

Salmaan Khan
Year 6

Abdulrahman Osman
Year 4

Ali Hurst
Year 3

Muhammad Hassen
Year 6

Taha Danawi
Year 4

Dilara Humeyra Kaya
Year 3

Iffat Effandi
Year 6

Maryam Abushaaban
Year 4

Safiya A. Mohamed
Year 3

Rida Ahmed
Year 6

Faiz Amin
Year 4

Haseeb Abdel-Hafiz
Year 3

Fadhil Shameer
Year 6

Eda Yildiz
Year 4

Aisha Ahmed
Year 3

Zahra Noshaabah Ali
Year 6

Emad K. Chonamnil
Year 4
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High Distinction

Furqan Ahmed

Faizan Azam

Yunsar Ahmed

Year 10

Year 9

Year 4

High Distinction

High Distinction

High Distinction

Distinction

Muhammad
Mukhtar Patel

Ilyas Amir Amron
Shamshir

Mohammed
Haseeb Khan

Rasheed Romero

Year 12

Year 11

Year 11

Year 11

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Adam Zein

Oumama Hadj
Mohamed

Amna Rehan

Salih Ibn
Mohamed

Year 10

Year 10

Year 10

Year 10

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction
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Distinction (Continued)

Sibgha Ahmed

Abdullah Odzic

Arshad Sahib

Fariha Zafar

Year 10

Year 9

Year 9

Year 9

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Maryam
Mahmoud

Muberra Kara

Zuha Ali

Mahnoor Syed

Year 9

Year 9

Year 9

Year 9

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Muhammad
Pathan

Ahmed Din Fazlic

Jahan Ara Olomi

Adam Forsyth

Year 8

Year 8

Year 8

Year 7

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction
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Distinction (Continued)

Zahra Ali

Sheren Zein

Kowsar
Mohammed

Zainab Ali

Year 6

Year 4

Year 4

Year 4

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Masrur Alam

Dilara Humeyra
Kaya

Ali Hurst

Rabiah M. Khan
Pathan

Year 4

Year 3

Year 3

Year 3

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Haseeb
Abdel-Hafiz

Hamzah Hassen

Mirza Habul

Year 3

Year 3

Year 3

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction
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Credits
Shaheeda Sadeed
Year 12

Kareema Aracakkunnel
Year 9

Behice Kara
Year 8

Isman Ali
Year 6

Devrim Caglayan
Year 12

Shaair Kutty
Year 9

Ali Al-Merebi
Year 8

Ahmed Chouchane
Year 6

Ayman Zafar
Year 12

Saleh Hanandeh
Year 9

Farhan Ahmad
Year 8

Zeinab Danawi
Year 6

Zoia Akbar
Year 12

Faaizah Taiyan
Year 9

Sara Alam
Year 7

Muthaqi Mohamed
Year 6

William Forsyth
Year 12

Liza Armia
Year 9

Balqis B. Ali El Hanandeh
Year 7

Amaan Ishaq
Year 5

Asmaa Albuloushi
Year 12

Fatma Hesna Yilmaz
Year 9

Zara Ahmed
Year 7

Esra Savran
Year 5

Talha Ahmed
Year 11

Shameen Hanna Hurlyn
Year 9

Sameer Ahmad
Year 7

Samuel Fratus
Year 5

Shanam Nisha
Year 11

Ilyas Usman
Year 9

Nisma Abu-Shawish
Year 7

Zaneb Ahmed
Year 5

Mustafaa Olomi
Year 11

Aqeela Dawoodjee
Year 9

Adestia Queenslandari
Year 7

Amna Alam
Year 5

Mousaab Houadchia
Year 11

Sabina Agovic
Year 8

Dalia Adam
Year 7

Emad Hassan
Year 4

Nisha Mehwish
Year 11

Sumaiya Anjum
Year 8

Melek Sena Aslan
Year 7

Awan Bof
Year 4

Esra Kartal
Year 10

Shazia Nathie
Year 8

Amina Celahmetovic
Year 7

Zunairah Akbar
Year 4

Armin Celahmetovic
Year 10

Asiya Bharadia
Year 8

Shayma Mokrani
Year 7

Rumaisah Zaman
Year 4

Muhannad Khlif
Year 10

Tania Day
Year 8

Uzair Ali
Year 7

Nour El-Deen Younes
Year 4

Zakeriya Mohamed
Year 10

Sarah Gardner
Year 8

Ulas Caglayan
Year 7

Ibrahim Allami
Year 4

Adeel Ahmad Qureshi
Year 10

Niyha Imran
Year 8

Henna Imran
Year 7

Maryam Abushaaban
Year 4

Iman Mesbah
Year 10

Siddiq Mohamed
Year 8

Omar Abdelmawla
Year 7

Aisha Sheriff
Year 3

Areeba Alam
Year 10

Samarah Nasir
Year 8

Salmaan Khan
Year 6

Samira Gedi
Year 3

Zakiyyah Jassat
Year 10

Aminah Grant-Williams
Year 8

Zaenab Maryam
Year 6

Saad Hasan
Year 3

Shifaaz Ishtiaq Akbar
Year 10

Mahum Ahmad
Year 8

Abdullahi Mohammed
Year 6

Abdullah Umar Gemicioglu
Year 3

Zamil Mohamed
Year 10

Yunus Erol
Year 8

Iffat Effandi
Year 6

Saniyah Muhammed
Year 3

Zakiah Ahmed
Year 9

Ruqayyah Ra'Eesah Saheed
Year 8

Rida Ahmed
Year 6

Humza Rane
Year 3

Busra Savran
Year 9

Safiyyah Odzic
Year 8

Sumaya Mohamed
Year 6

Zaydaan Meman
Year 3
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High Distinction

Amna
Alam

Zaina T. A.
Shamshir

Year 5

Year 6

High Distinction

High Distinction

Distinction

Haseeb
Abdel-Hafiz

Masrur
Alam

Zahra
Ali

Adam
Forsyth

Year 3

Year 4

Year 6

Year 7

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Sara
Alam

Adestia
Queenslandari

Niyha
Imran

Maryam
Mahmoud

Year 7

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction
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Distinction (Continued)

Zuha
Ali

Furqan
Ahmed

Year 9

Year 10

Distinction

Distinction

Credits
Oumama Hadj Mohamed
Year 10

Rida Ahmed
Year 6

Rumaisah Shabnam Zaman
Year 4

Areeba Alam
Year 10

Khuld Sunail
Year 6

Yunus Usman
Year 3

Siddiq Mohamed
Year 8

Zahra Noshaabah Ali
Year 6

Teeba Shididi
Year 3

Iffat Effandi
Year 6

Tasha Forsyth
Year 5

Aisha Ghafoor
Year 3
Dilara Kaya
Year 3

2011 Rio Tinto Big Science Competition Results

Abdullah

Zuha

Odzic

Ali

Year 9

Year 9

Distinction

Credit

2011 Annual Qur’an Recitation Competition Results

Shareefa Issa
Overall Winner

Shareefa Issa

Asma Rane

Humairah Doi

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

Category 4 Girls
7-8 Yrs

Category 76 Girls
9-10 Yrs

Category 8 Girls
11-12 Yrs

Category 9 Boys
13-15 Yrs

Saajid Saabir
Muhammed

Ahmed
Chouchane

Abdimalik
Hussein

Emran
Mezensof

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

Category 1 Boys
5-6 Yrs

Category 5 Boys
9-10 Yrs

Category 7 Boys
11-12 Yrs

SPELL-A-THON

AND

LEARN-A-THON WINNERS

KNOWLEDGE

Manal Faisal (1A)
Masooma Akbar (1B)
Abu-Bakr Mohammed (1B)
Leila Habul (1B)
Sana Nasir (1B)
Haadiya Muhammed (1B)
Zeinab Deya (1B)
Saqib Siddiqi (1B)
Saajid Muhammed (1B)
Hamzah Bilal (1C)
Mounib Maheer Benterki (1C)
Muawia Sadeed Tirmizey (1C)
Sarah Binte Ali El Hanandeh (1C)
Sumaya Elsayed (1C)

GRADE 3 WINNERS

Ammara Ali (1D)
Ehsen Tahir (1D)
Mariam Deya (1D)
Maymunah Kassim (1D)
Sidney Keith (1D)
Yahya Siddiqui (1D)
Alisha Habibullah (2A)
Hidaya Rane (2B)
Ahmed Siper (2C)
Farras Dewara (2D)
Mirza Habul (3A)
Haseeb Abdel-Hafiz (3C)
Dilara Kaya (3D)

GRADE 4 WINNERS

Zainab Ali (4A)
Sheren Zein (4B)
Housam Joukhi (4C)
Masrur Alam (4C)
Amna Alam (5A)
Zuheyr Mohamed (5B)
Sumaiya Bharadia (5C)
Nadya Wilson (6A)
Ahmed Chouchane (6B)
Zahra Ali (6C)

GRADE 5 WINNERS
Adestia Queenslandari (7A)
Balgis B Hanandeh (7B)
Yunsar Ahmed (7C)

ROBOTICS IN THE PREP. CLASSROOMS

Each prep class now has it’s own beebot to use in further activities in the
classroom. Sometimes we use commercially-produced playmates, but the
students also design their own games and mats to use with the beebots.

1C MATH GAMES

KNOWLEDGE

The prep. students were lucky to have a beginners robotics workshop in
Term 2. The educational aims were mostly mathematics based and helped to
enhance our students ability to participate in classroom activities. Students
engaged with the awesome “Beebots”, learning about robots and developing
many skills including literacy and numeracy, working collaboratively,
problem-solving, spatial awareness and logical thinking.

KNOWLEDGE

GRADE 3
PROJECTS AND GROUPS

MAKING SLIME AND
DISSECTING EYES!

GRADE 4
CULTURAL STUDIES

KNOWLEDGE

GRADE 7
SCIENCE

KNOWLEDGE

NARRATIVE
The beautiful cat
Once upon a time there was a beautiful
catr who lived in a little house.
The mother cat cooked some chicken
for the cat.
The cat was sleeping on the bed then a
man took the cat’s toy.
When the cat woke up the cat was
looking for his toy in the bedroom. Then
he was walking on the road. When he
was walking on the road he found the
bad man’s house.

RECOUNT
My weekend
On the weekend me and my mum
went to the shops to by some Eid
presents.
First we bought toys and clothes.
Next we bought shoes and they were
sparkly. I like them very much.
After we went home and I played with
my toys. I played with blocks and made
a city
.
Finally we went to my cousin’s house
and we played with her brothers.
I felt happy because we had fun playing
games.
By: Mariam Deya 1D

The cat went inside the bad man’s
house. The cat looked in the rubbish, it
was not there. The cat looked under
the table it was not there. The cat
looked at the bad man’s house and it
was there.
The car was very happy because he
found his toy. When the cat was home
he had dinner.
By: Sidney Keith 1D

NARRATIVE

One day there lived a cat named Jack and
he live in a house.
In the afternoon he went for a walk to the
park and he got lost.
So he found a girl and she asked “Can you
tell me how to go to the park?” She said “I
am too busy” So she asked a boy “Can you
please take me to the park? I need to go to
the shops.”
So she saw two really pretty girls and he
asked them “Can you take me to the park?
Yes I can”.
He was happy again.
By: Aaishah Jassat 1D

NARRATIVE
23/7/2011
Black Cat and Grey Cat Running
One day there was a black cat and he was
chasing the grey cat, the grey cat was running
too fast and the black cat was too slow.
By Yusuf Durmaz 1A

KNOWLEDGE

The cat

KNOWLEDGE

YEAR 2
MATH
ROTATIONS

My Buddy Lamese PREP D –
By Farhaana
Who are your best friends? Sophie
and Radena
Do you like your teacher? Yes very
much.
Do you have brothers and sisters? 2
older brothers and 1 younger sister.
Do you like your buddy? Yes.
Do you have any pets? No.
What is your favourite animal? Ponies.
Do you like to read? No.

My Buddy Roudaina PREP D By Kowsar
What is your best friend’s name? Lamese
What is your favourite animal? Giraffe
What is your favourite colour? Pink
Do you brush your teeth? Yes
What is your favourite TV show? Playschool
Who do you like best in your family? Mum
What is your favourite game? Dora the
Explorer
Where do you live? Kuraby
Do you have a brother? Yes
Who is your favourite teacher? Mrs Drage

YEAR 2 PUPPET SHOW

Our Spelling Champions scored a
magnificent result throughout 2011.
Often topping 98% for each Terms
results, which consisted of fifteen
challenging words each week for
Term 3 and 4. Fantastic Effort goes
to: Akram Sheikh, Zeinab Deya,
Amina Fattal, Masooma Akbar,
Abu-Bakr Mohammed, Leila Habul,
Haadiya Muhammed, Sana Nasir,
Saqib Siddiqi, Fareed Pandie and
Saajid Muhammed.

CLASS 1B HOMEWORK CHAMPIONS
Class 1B outstanding Homework
Champions handed their homework in
each week to a superior standard. Their
presentation, outstanding effort and
beautiful neat
writing put these students in a class of
their own! Our Homework Champions are
Masooma Akbar, Zeinab Deya, Amina
Fattal, Abu-Bakr Mohammed, Haadiya
Muhammed and Sana Nasir.

Vineal from Class 1B sits down with a great
reading book and an MP3 player to
listen to the story, and to join in and read
along.

KNOWLEDGE

CLASS 1B SPELLING CHAMPIONS

KNOWLEDGE

ESL DEPARTMENT
A PILOT program run by the secondary ESL department and funded by the
government is allowing students to use the latest technology to improve the ESL
students’ English skills. Twenty one students from non- English speaking
backgrounds have been provided with their own Apple iPod Touch unit - a
device about the size of a mobile phone which they use to access specially
designed English listening and speaking lessons.
Teacher: Mrs. Vinita Sharma

A role play done by the year 8 ESL students showing some impressive
performance. Students analysed, compared, and evaluated their topics.
They showed strong group work and confidence.
The theme they worked on was crime and punishment and bullying at school.
ESL Teacher: Mrs. Vinita Sharma

LONE PINE EXCURSION- PREP D- 28TH JULY
2011

Mrs. Drage, Prep.D

OCEAN LIFE VISIT
On Thursday 25th August, the
preparatory students had a visit from
Ocean Life Education. They were able
to touch seastars, sea urchins and sea
cucumbers, as well as look at a real
baby shark. They interacted with an
assortment of themed activities,
including books, puzzles, a video and a
felt landscape to place sea creatures on. Richard, the
presenter, brought along a
sea turtle hand puppet and
then amazed the students
with a real freshwater turtle.
The preps had a lot of fun
and learned new things
about the ocean
environment.

EXCURSIONS

On Thursday morning, all of our intrepid explorers and
some brave mums
accompanied us on our first
excursion this year.
We excitedly left school at
8.30 on a big bus to head for Fig Tree Pocket. On arrival,
we all had morning tea in the eating area.
Our first presentation for the day was reptiles. We looked at
a blue-tongued lizard and touched it’s skin. Next we met a
carpet python that wrapped itself around the ranger to keep
warm. When we touched it’s smooth skin, we could feel and
see the strong muscles moving.
Next we had a presentation about koalas. This was
very interesting but the best bit was when we could pet
them.
We were all given a bag of food as we went through into the kangaroo enclosure.
Some of us got VERY close to the ‘roos!
After lunch, we wandered around the rest of the
enclosures to see the other animals that are kept
there. We saw crocodiles, wombats and lace
monitor lizards. We had a very exciting and I
nteresting day and were very tired when we
returned to school on
the bus.

EXCURSIONS

YEAR 1 EXCURSION
SCIENCE CENTRE IN
BRISBANE CITY
In Term 2 Year 1’s went on an
excursion to the Science Centre.
Year 1 students enjoyed exploring
the different activity zones at the
Science Centre through a hands on
interactive approach. An enjoyable
picnic lunch in the park and a quick
trip through the museum finished off
our trip to the city.

OUR EXCURSION
Yesterday we went to the Science Centre. Parents and teacher came with my
class. I went onto the moving chair. We went there because we are learning
about science. I felt sad because I didn’t want to leave there because I wanted to
stay there for two days.
Maymunah Kassim

OUR EXCURSION
On Thursday we went to the Science Centre and I went to noise show. I went
with my teacher. I looked at a dinosaur. I went there because we were learning
about science. I feed sad because people were pushing.
Abass Bodija

OUR EXCURSION
Yesterday I went to the science centre. Parents, teachers and my class came
with me. Upstairs is the museum. I went on the
spinning chair there. I felt happy. I went to the
museum because we were learning science.
Yahya Siddiqui

On Tuesday the 14th of June, the year
2 students attended an excursion to
the Mt-Cootha Botanical Gardens.
First, we went to find little insects in the ground. I found earthworms, grubs and beetles.
Next, we went to the lagoon. I found bloodworms, sea snails and a leech. Then we had little
lunch. I had an apple and a cupcake.
After that we went with Tania to the kitchen gardens and we felt and smelt herbs. I made a
pot-purri sachet which had lavender and rose. Then it
was lunch time and I was really tired.
Finally we went home. I had an awesome time.
By: Rabiya Abro and Derya Yilmaz 2B

LIFE

YEAR 2
EDUCATION VAN VISIT

On Thursday in the morning, we went to
healthy Harold. First we played a game.
We had to find all the healthy food for a
mystery tour. Then we put the body
parts in the right place on the body. In the
end we got a free book and some stickers.
I had a really fun time.
By
Fatmagul Ozer 2A

EXCURSIONS

YEAR 2 EXCURSON TO
MT-COOTHA BOTANICAL
GARDENS

EXCURSIONS

GRADE THREE EXCURSION

TO THE

SCIENCE MUSEUM

On April 5th we, the students of grade three went to the Science Museum for
excursion. At the Science Museum we were in groups of four and were named
after sea creatures.
We saw a huge T.REX dinosaur mannequin fossil near the entry of the
Museum and three giant whale mannequin making sounds.
Inside the museum it was incredible. First of all we went in the insect area. We
held a huge stick insect and it was stuck on our hands. There were two other
stick insects on a little tree. They could camouflage really well so it took us some
time to see them.
Then we went in our groups to the section that had information on dinosaurs.
There were lots of dinosaurs which were called Protosaurus, Peteinosaurus,
Dryosaurus, Brachiosaurus, Tarbosaurus etc.
After that we went to the area where there were lots of stuffed birds. There were
lots of birds in an enormous glass tank. My group also saw two gigantic and
frightening and stuffed bears. They looked like they were about to jump on me
and they looked alive in their huge glass tank. All the animals at the
museum were stuffed and in glass container that could be held.
Then we went to the activity area. We saw two poles with a
button in the
middle, I tried to press the button and then I saw that
electricity was going up on both the poles. There was a
fake whirlpool that started by pressing a
button. We had fun in the museum and observed the v
arious wonders of science.
Sabeehah Khan 3D

THE PINE RIVERS HERITAGE MUSEUM
On Thursday 19th May, Grade 3 went to the Pine Rivers Heritage Museum with some
parents helping us. When we arrived there, some museum helpers took us along the way.
We saw lots of trees, some posters, some people and lots of
olden day items. We went to the Old School display and were taught the old way of writing.
We saw some slate boards, slate pencils, rubbers and ordinary
pencils. In the olden days, we had to use slate boards
and slate pencils to draw with and now we use ordinary
pencils and papers. The funniest part was when one of
the students in Grade 3A jumped up when the accordion
song played loudly!
It was such a fun day!
By Abdullah G. 3C

THE GRADE 4’S TRIP TO ST HELENA
ISLAND

The island had 3 names, the aborigines named it
Nagoona Island. Then it was called Green Island
II after that it was called St Helena Island by the
English men. We saw a lot of things there. For
the day, the girls had to use a bit of imagination
and pretend to be boys because the prison was
only for men.
We learnt about how the prison was like in the
olden days. When the prisoners arrived they had to go to the exercise yard and
strip. Then they had to wash themselves in chemicals to kill any germs on the
body. Then they had to shave all the hair. But luckily we didn’t do that part!

Next we learnt about different jobs the prisoners were taught at the prison like
being a blacksmith or a baker. We saw other things too. We even saw a place
which was a school on the week days and a church on the weekend.
We also saw the cemetery. There was a small cemetery and a big cemetery. The
big cemetery had the prisoners who had died during their time in prison. The
small cemetery had the kids of the warder family which had died during their stay.
After that we learnt how lime cement was made. Then 12, Mrs. Davidson and
warder Hal sang us a poem, after the poem we had lunch and went back on the
ferry. We went on the bus back to school and went home.
It was a tiring but at the same time a fun excursion.
By: Sheren and Zunairah

EXCURSIONS

On the 4th of May the Year 4’s went to St
Helena Island, a place which was once a
prison. First we went on the bus to Manly, from
there we went on a ferry to the island. We
finally arrived, and walked across the jetty to
the mainland. We met 3 special people named
prisoner 12, Warder Hal and Mrs. Davidson.

EXCURSIONS

YEAR 5 INDIGENOUS CULTURAL WORKSHOP
In term 1, Year 5 was learning about the history of modern Australia during our
Studies of Society lessons. Rick Rosser, an Indigenous Australian, was invited to
share his knowledge and experiences with us at school.
Rick arrived with a truck full of fun and hands-on activities for the students. The first
challenge he set was to create a fire using just two pieces of bamboo and some soft
dried grass. Rick demonstrated how it was done and it looked so easy, but little did
we know how hard it truly was.
Sore arms but happy faces later, Rick sat everyone down to retell dreamtime
stories. His stories involved creating symbols on your face and arms as he went
along. These symbols were created using ochre. Ochre is paint created from
grounding down ochre rocks and mixing in water. Soon we all had emu tracks on our
faces, kangaroo prints on our arms and emu feathers attached with beeswax in our
hair.
Next, was boomerang throwing. We were each given our own boomerang to throw
out on the oval, it was lots of fun to watch your boomerang spin in the air and
return close to where you had thrown it. It was a hot day so we did not stay out on
the oval long, instead, we returned to the shade for our last activity of the day,
didgeridoo playing. Rick had a real didgeridoo that was carefully carved out of a
fallen tree branch but so we could all have a turn at playing a didgeridoo Rick gave
us long pipes that made a very similar noise.
Our afternoon of experiencing indigenous Australian culture was exciting, fun and
educational. We all left once the bell rang with stories, ochre paint on our faces and
emu feathers in our hair to show our families.

YEAR 5 SCIENCE CENTRE
EXCURSION

YEAR 6 CSIRO INCURSION

The best thing of all was when we had to describe what sort of fossilised foot
prints were on the mat. We found out that if there was lots of pollution, it could
destroy our environment. We also found out how to find coal on a map using a
metal detector. We looked at
crystals and discovered that
certain crystals glow. Another
interesting discovery was about
rock weathering.
We carried out amazing
experiments and learned
valuable information about
Rocks and Fossils. It was great
fun and we thoroughly enjoyed
the experience.
By: Yumnaa Hage-Hassan and
Yasmeen Allouche

EXCURSIONS

On the 23rd of June, year 6 had a visit
from CSIRO. We learnt lots of
experiments and had great fun. We
learnt how to use a microscope and it
was remarkable to see that small
particles look very big under the
microscope. We made a volcano that
erupted when we poured in certain
chemicals. We studied special rocks
under a fluorescent light. The colour of
these minerals changed under the
bright light. We measured the hardness of different rocks. We put a silver nail
into a cup of chemicals and it rusted.

EXCURSIONS

YEAR 7 TOUR

OF

BRISBANE EXCURSION

On Wednesday the 5th of October Year 7 students travelled around Brisbane
as an introduction to their unit on ‘Tourism.’
Students started the day by travelling to Brisbane and boarding the City Cat for
a spectacular view of the bridges, buildings and tourist destinations that are
prominent in Brisbane and what makes it a beautiful city to explore!
Next, students travelled up to Mount Coot-tha to see the famous view of
Brisbane and its surrounding suburbs in a unique and spectacular way!
Students took in the sights as they enjoyed their morning tea.
Last on the tour was a stop off to Daisy Hill Forest where students learnt about
Koala conservation and how they could do their part in saving a koala.
Students met 4 of the local koalas before heading back to school.
They learnt that there is a lot to do in this wonderful city of ours, and it truly is a
beautiful and magical place to live.

YEAR 9 SCIENCE CENTRE EXCURSION 21ST

OF

JULY

You seem to be an exhibit! So do you!!

Now that is pretty!
My favourite part
was being a
conductor, not of
traffic, but of
electricity. We were
able to form a
human circuit, as our
bodies are excellent
conductors, and light
up a bulb.
Zuha

My experience was all in
all exhilarating. Even
though I did not find it
exciting when I lost sight
of my group for the 4th
time (yes I was counting),
I have learned many
interesting facts about
domesticated (is that a
word?) animals and a war
hero pigeon called Dee
Dee .

An experience like no
other; to go to Southbank,
gain better understanding
of
science as well as have
an awesome day.

Head on a plate: Mirrors on
a box-like table reflect the
opposite walls, so it looks
like there is nothing under
the table.
Fariha

EXCURSIONS

Plasma ball was pretty cool. Apparently it is filled with many different
gases and when you touch it, the
electrons will flow through the path
of least resistance, which is through
your body.
Aqeela

EXCURSIONS

TRIP

TO

MT. TAMBORINE

On Thursday the 8th of September,
grade 8 went on an excursion to Mt.
Tamborine. The bus left school at
around 8.45am and it took us about 1
hour and ten minutes to reach Mt.
Tamborine. The drive up the mountain
took about half an hour. Then we came
to a small park where we had morning
tea, we stayed there for half an hour.
We went back on the bus and drove up to the rainforest. Class groups we
guided into the rainforest by their teachers. The view was amazing inside, it was
a bit humid and the air was very clean. We discovered hidden wonders as we
walked through the rainforest stopping to see interesting plants and wildlife. The
thing that stunned us all was Curtis Falls, it was breathtaking; many photos
were taken as the waterfall was very beautiful. We drove to another park where
we had lunch. Sadly we couldn’t visit Eagle Heights because we didn’t have
enough time.
Wrapping it all up, we had a fabulous time at Mt. Tamborine; it was a great
excursion, because we got to witness the things we learn about at school in
nature. We learnt a lot about Mt. Tamborine. What we found most interesting
was probably Curtis Falls. We had an awesome time which we will always
remember.

COCA-COLA VISIT

EXCURSIONS

MEDIEVAL INCURSION

CRICKET — ICB VS AIIC
On Saturday 29th October, eleven boys
from ICB ventured to the Australian
International Islamic College to take
part in a Twenty20 cricket game. Little
was known about our opposition and
many rumours were circulating, amidst
the pre-game hype. Come game day,
ICB lost the toss and was sent in to
bat. With neither the weather nor the
pitch on our side, our boys did well to
get off to a good start and scraped
their way to a total of 166 for 5 after 20
overs. Top score for our team was
Furqan with 48 not out. Our batsman
having done their job, it was our bowlers turn to show their worth by defending our total.
Needless to say, they did so. The boys also kept the fielding tight without dropping a single
catch and pulling off a brilliant run out. Best bowling figure went to Omair who picked up three
wickets. ICB enjoyed a great game and a humble victory. Personally, it was a great experience
to have in my last year of school. I also would like to thank Mr Z. Khan for his entire
organisation, assistance and coaching, because without him it would not have been possible.
Umar Khan
Year 12

Email: kahil@hotmail.com
Facebook: Hair care studio Hatem Kahil

SPORT

SPORT

2011 was the year which sport really made its mark in the ICB calendar, and which some called ‘The year of
Sport’. This year of sport began in term 2 with the annual ICB Cross Country which broke all previous
years’ participation and effort levels. Another addition that was brought into the Cross Country this year was
a House Group march past, which was the most exciting and upbeat part of the event. The Yellow Tigers,
dominated the actual Cross Country event and this year also took out the march past event, cleaning up all
the points and the winning trophy from the first house based events of 2011.

BEACH CUP SAND STORM SERIES

Each year from the inception of the Beach Cup Series
ICB has been involved, competing in beach soccer, netball, volleyball and touch. In what was a memorable
achievement ICB took out the inaugural year of the
Beach Cup Series and the trophy takes pride in our
magnificent cabinet in the College office. Many will recall
that students returned from the first series and ran a lap
of the school proudly showing the trophies and
medallions awarded as inaugural winners, such was the
euphoria of our first major College sporting tournament
victory.
This year we sent our largest contingent of students with 51
students representing the College. Sandstorm continues to be a great opportunity for
the College to interact with other schools through sports;
those selected in 2011 enjoyed a great day and showed outstanding sportsmanship. The College focused on the soccer
and touch football tournaments this year. There were
victories achieved in both the boys and girls competitions
and across all age categories. Thanks to the Head of Health
Sport Science Mr. Chown and the Sports Coordinator Mrs.
Mammino for a wonderful sporting
experience.
Assia Moussa

SPORT

Champion Beach Volley baller, Natalie Cook, OAM,
winner of a Bronze Medal in 1996 at the Atlanta
Olympics and a Gold Medal at the 2000 Sydney
Olympics is the founder of SandStorm. Sanstorm
was born from her desire to allow others to step
outside their comfort zones to chase their dreams as
she did. Natalie soon conceived the idea of the
Battle of the Beach series in which all secondary
schools in the Brisbane Metro and the surrounding
regions would have the opportunity to participate in and contest Beach Sports to become the Champion School.

SPORT

SPORT

SPORT

SPORT

SPORT
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The Management and Staff of ABD Poultry wish all our brothers
and sisters a very joyous Eid Insha-Allah.

ABD Poultry

is exclusive supplier to the following Nandos Stores:

“TENDER CHICKEN”
For all your Poultry needs

We specialize in
Home Delivery
from Monday
to&
Specialising
in Fresh
Marinated Birds, Kebabs &
Thursday.
SchnitzelsWe
alsonewoffer
Try our
range of
chicken gourmet sausages
in-store pickup at
our factory from
Monday to Friday.
We do require
advance ordering.
Contact us for both
these price lists.
QUEENSLAND MUSLIM TIMES – Nov-Dec 2011/Dhul Hijjah - Muharram 1432

RAMADAN
&
EID
– Browns Plains
– Broadbeach
– Broadway onMUBARAK
the Mall – Calamvale Central
– Capalaba
– Chermside
TO ALL OUR– Coolangatta
MUSLIM
– Clayfield
– Festival Towers
– Harbour Town
BROTHERS
&
SISTERS
– Helensvale
– Ipswich
– Kenmore
– Morningside
– New Farm
– Robina Town Centre
– Runaway Bay
– Strathpine
– Underwood
– Westfield Chermside

– Mermaid Waters
– Mt. Gravatt
– Paddington
– Robina
– Southport
– St. Lucia
– West End

24 LONDOR CLOSE
HEMMANT, QLD, 4174
PHONE: 3907 8910
FAX: 3907 8999

24 LONDOR CLOSE

HEMMANT, QLD, 4174
orders@abdpoultry.com.au
PHONE: 3907 8910
FAX: 3907 8999

To advertise call M Junaid Mustapha on 0403 113 123

EXTRA

JUMP ROPE

FOR

HEART

Established in Australia in 1983, Heart Foundation Jump Rope for Heart is
renowned for being one of Australia’s most popular physical activity
and fundraising programs in schools.
Since the inception of Heart Foundation Jump Rope for Heart over 25
years ago, more than 90 per cent of all Australian schools, involving 8
million school children have participated in this fun and active program.
We've given schools enough rope to stretch from Sydney to Perth!
Each year Heart Foundation Jump Rope attracts over 400,000 students, in
over 2,300 schools with over 700,000 sponsors comprising of families,
friends and members of local school communities.
Thanks to Mrs Zeena Ackland for organising the event this year. Each year
level managed to raise a lot of money and had a great time doing it!
The ‘Jump Off’ was a range of jump rope skills that students have been
practising for weeks.
Below are some photos of some eager primary students showing off their
skills on the day.

JUMP ROPE

FOR

HEART RECOUNTS

By Saaim Rashid 1D
On Thursday the 28th of July I went there at the Jump rope for heart because we
wanted to raise money for the children because I care for them. The first activity
we did was to skip by ourselves. The second thing we did was to skip with two
people. The third activity we did was to skip with three people. I felt happy.
By Mustafa Ghafoor 1D
On Thursday the 28th of July I took part in Jump Rope for Heart. I went with
Miss Toh and my class because to raise money for the people that don’t have
hearts. First we skipped with three boys, second we skipped by ourselves, third
we skipped with our friends. I felt happy.
By Ammara Ali 1D
On Thursday the 28th of July it was Jump rope for Heart day. I went with Miss
Toh and her class. We walked all the way to the oval to go skipping. We went
for Jump rope for heart because some people don’t have a heart and money.
First activity we have to skip with a friend. Second thing we skipped with three
boys. Third thing we skipped with six girls. I felt happy.
By Asad Gemicioglu

EXTRA

On Thursday the 28th of July I went to Jump rope for heart. I walked to the oval.
I went with my teacher. I skipped to raise money for the people who don’t have
hearts. First thing we did was skipping with three boys. The second thing I did
was skipping by ourselves. The third thing we did was skipping with two boys. I
felt happy.

GRADE TWO

AT THE

SUNNYBANK HILLS LIBRARY

EXTRA

7 September 2011
We were proud of our Grade Two’s who sang a song
about “Honesty” at the launch of the Arabic
Collection at the Sunnybank Hills Library. The Lord
Mayor Graham Quirk attended the event and asked
the Grade Two’s to “cut the ribbon.”

YEAR 6

AND

7 DEBATING 2011

This year the Year 6 and 7 debating teams worked really hard this year. Students travelled to
several schools competing in a tough round of debates.
A huge thank you to Ms Judy Turner and Ms Gillian Flick for their outstanding organisation,
leadership and support whilst coordinating the Year 6 and Year 7 debating teams this year.
Students have definitely improved on their arguments this year with students dedicated to
researching and drafting their speeches. We wish them all the best for 2012.

ROAD MATHS INCURSION

EXTRA
In term 3 all students were visited by the Maths Road Show. Students participated
in several Mathematics based learning activities as well as some problem solving
challenges.
With over 20 different activities, students experienced so much!
The primary focus for this incursion was to showcase Mathematics in the ‘real
world’ and prove that Mathematics can be fun as well as challenging, stimulating
and rewarding.
Teachers assisted students around each learning station checking their
understanding and identifying the range of problem solving
skills students were choosing to use.
We definitely learnt that Mathematics can be fun . It was a
great day had by all!

EXTRA

YEAR 7 ANTIQUES MUSEUM

To assist the Year 7 students in their unit on Ancient Egypt, students visited the
Antiques Museum. They were treated by viewings of thousand year old artifacts and
scriptures. Students used their knowledge of artifacts to predict eras pieces were from,
materials they were made from and their original purposes.
After the formal museum visit, students participated in hands-on activities, donning
fabric gloves and touching some real life artifacts!
Students were able to learn exciting stories and make inferences about historical
events and piece together some amazing artifacts.
Thanks goes to Mrs Radovanov, Mrs Khan and Ms Turner who organised the
excursion and accompanied students to UQ.
It was a great learning experience, and I’m sure all the Year 7 students agree!

GIRL GUIDES 2011

GIRL GUIDES CAMP

The Guides have had a one night indoor camp at
Kindilan. The weather was not on our side but that
did not dampen our spirits. We decided to have fun
and fun we did have.
After a delicious dinner at Kindilan, the girls received
their badges during the enrolment ceremony.
They then took their torches , jackets and raincoats
and went spot lighting. There wasn‟t much to see except for the silhouette of trees in the lake and heard
the occasional call of the night animals.
In the morning after salah , morning walk and breakfast , the weather cleared up. The girls had fun orienteering. This was followed by fun in the lake where the
girls and the leaders kayaked. The camp ended on a
happy note.

EXTRA

Guiding is a voluntary organisation with a mission to enable girls and young
women to grow into confident, self-respecting, responsible community
members. It is a community based organisation but our group is unique as it
is run at school upon the request of Guides Queensland since 2006. We
meet after school every second Monday afternoon. The Guide leaders this
year were Miss Grace , Mrs. Effandi and Mrs. Khan.

EXTRA

ICB WASTE

INITIATIVE

Over time, waste and littering has become a major issue at the Islamic College of
Brisbane with wasteful behaviour occurring in all classes (Primary and Secondary). In
response to the littering behaviours of students at Islamic College of Brisbane (ICB), the
year 12 Health Education class implemented a strategy. The strategy included promoting
a waste free environment in Islamic College of Brisbane to coincide with Islamic values by
providing a bin system to enable responsible waste management.
The strategy aimed at providing a supportive environment for peers and developing their
personal skills by holding a school assembly in which the three bin system was
introduced and explained. To further enhance this project and to make sure the problem
of wastage in ICB was addressed appropriately; three bins (yellow for recycling, red for
general waste and blue for paper) were given out to each and every class in the primary
and secondary campus. Throughout the whole project, which was composed of a waste
audit, community day, eco week and whole school assembly, a visit to the local Brisbane
landfill; parents, teachers and students were invited to be included. The focus of the
project was recycling. Waste and recycling continues to be a high priority at ICB and we
should all feel both satisfied with the progress made and motivated to continue to raise
our standards.
A Sustainable Living Committee (SLC) was established in Term 2 from the initiatives of
the Year 12 waste & recycling promotion. Representatives from Primary, Secondary,
Administration, CPAC and Tuckshop joined forces to continue to keep the ‘links’ together
towards sustainability across the whole community through establishing and maintaining
environmental practices at the Islamic College.
As a part of this vision, a 5 minute Friday Environmental Talk has been introduced before
Juma prayers. The aim is to continue to educate students and staff, making them aware
of the small steps needed by everyone to establish sustainable practises at ICB.

ICB WASTE

INITIATIVE

Update So Far:
Brisbane City Council is now making fortnightly pickups of
recyclable materials from the Islamic College for free. The
SLC are currently working towards establishing permanent
waste stations around the school where classrooms will be
responsible for their own bins and sorting of their own
rubbish into the correct categories of General Waste or
Recyclables.
Throughout Term 4, the Friday environmental talks
continue. Different year levels will have the opportunity to
come up with their own environmental message to
communicate to the rest of the school and staff at ICB. This
way, students become more active in sharing the
environmental vision and can take ownership of doing their
bit to ‘save the world’.
Miss Perrie & Mr Chown
SLC Members

EXTRA

Some of the concepts covered included:
Week 1: Save the World. We can save the world by being environmental at
ICB
Week 2: Do the right thing, Put it in the bin
Week 3: Which Bin? What can be recycled and what is for general waste.
Week 4: The power of the finger. Turning off lights and appliances when not
in use saves energy.
Week 5: Why Not? Why should we be environmental? It’s easy not to but
extremely important to do it and it takes little effort.
Week 6: Waste Warrior and Energy Saver Superheros. We can all be
superheros if we do our bit to help the environment.
Week 7: Waste Rap – Put your Rubbish in the bin, Put it in, Put it in!
Week 8: Year 1’s came up with their own song – Our big Earth needs
cleaning, cleaning, our big Earth needs cleaning now!
Week 9: Keep an eye out for those that are lazy with their rubbish. We call
them:
‘Wedgers’ – Those that wedge their rubbish in sneaky places
‘Foul Throwers’ – Those that throw their rubbish at the bin, miss and don’t
pick it up.
‘Sneaky Litterer’ – Those that try to drop it on the ground without being
noticed.
‘Undertaker’ – Buries their rubbish, hoping it disappears.
Week 10: Reflection. Reminding students of the importance of all concepts
discussed over the term.

ACTING AGAINST BULLYING
WORKSHOP

EXTRA

On the 12th and 14th of September, the
grade 11 Health class took part in an
‘Acting Against Bullying’ (AAB) project. The
AAB program is an evidence-based, whole
school approach, empowering students to
manage their conflicts and become leaders
in bullying management in their schools and in their communities. Several students
from Griffith University visited our school to prepare the grade 11 students for the
workshop. They introduced ‘Acting Against Bullying’ program to our class and
explained how it worked. The program uses a unique blend of tightly structured
drama techniques and peer teaching. Through the peer teaching, grade 11 students
passed on knowledge about the serious issue of bullying to the grade 10 students.
The grade 11 students reinforced their knowledge of anti-bullying and devised
strategies with the grade 10 students, to deal with bullying behaviour. The grade 10
students modelled this for the grade 8 students a day later. The peer teaching
helped students communicate and understand how serious of an issue bullying
really is. Through the drama, students explored the causes of bullying, identified the
types of bullying behaviour-physical, psychological and emotional. They also
identified the protagonists-the bully, the victim and the complicit bystander. They
then had to investigate the combination of power imbalance, clashes of interest and
stereotyping that spark or fuel bullying. Overall, the workshop was a success as
students successfully devised strategies for preventing, combating, de-escalating
and resolving bullying through the enhanced forum theatre approach.

SAMIRA’S EID PARTY

By Rehanah Dhedhi
1A

Class 1B mixed up Art and Maths and came up with these great left and right hand
posters decorated using lines, shading and coloured pencils.
Art posters created by Haadiya Muhammed and Masooma Akbar Class 1B

EXEMPLARS

When it was Eid at school Samira had an Eid party at school. She invited
all the students and all the mums in our class. Everybody brought some
food. Samira’s mum brought a big cake. I liked the cake. When it was
nearly home time Samira gave us party bags.

EXEMPLARS

OUR SCHOOL
Islamic College of Brisbane is a big school. I like my school because there are
lots of games to play with like basket ball, soccer and skipping. We get to learn
English, Mathematics, Science, SOSE, Arabic, Islamic, Health sports and Arts.
Islamic college of Brisbane is a school that the teachers give lots of homework,
so that you can become smart and that if you’re really bad you go to the
Principal. I also like my school because it has lots of flowers.
By Ziyaad 2A

By

Naadirah Seedat 2A

EXEMPLARS

On Thursday we went to the Life Education van.
We saw Harold the giraffe and watched a video
of the magic school bus.
We learned about healthy eating and healthy
food. We had lots of fun.

EXEMPLARS

MY BROCHURE PROJECT ON
‘THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA’
My grade 4 brochure project was ‘The
Great wall of China’. I researched my
project topic on the internet and designed
my information brochure using Microsoft
Publisher. I then presented my project to
my teacher Mr Shah and my class. I
pretended to be a tour guide taking my
classmates on a tour of the Great Wall of
China. I really enjoyed researching and
presenting my project and look forward to
my next project.
Mohammed Ally

ANTS
Ants are small insects that have lots
of work to do.
Where they live
Ants live in underground tunnels.
What they eat
Ants eat beetles, grubs and sweets.
Queen Ants
The Queen ant lays all the eggs
Interesting Fact
Ants are very strong insects

TO

STAY HEALTHY

EXEMPLARS

HOW

There are many ways to keep healthy.
Humans need to eat fruits and vegetables
because it gives us vitamins and minerals.
Secondly, don’t smoke or else your lungs
would go black and could cause cancer.
Drink lots of water they call it the magic
drink because it gives you energy. Lastly,
do lots of exercise it will pump your blood
around your body.
By Derya Yilmaz 2B

HOW TO STAY
HEALTHY
There are many ways to
stay healthy. To keep
healthy you need to eat
lots of healthy foods such
as fruits and vegetables so
you have vitamins and
minerals. Do lots of
exercise and that will
pump your blood around
your body and make your
heart extra strong. You
also need to sleep for eight
hours. It’s also very good
to play games like chess
and do puzzles to keep
your brain active.
By Samaara Meman 2B

EXEMPLARS

THE

THREE LITTLE CATS

Once upon a time there was a cat that met another cat and her little brother Jim.
One day they met a witch. She was bad and cruel. The cats were so brave that
they went to the witch’s castle. As soon as they got into the castle they got
thrown in a dungeon except the little one.
The little cat Jim got scared but he started to think of helping his sister and her
friend. He found a bucket outside and threw it on the witch. The witch cried
because her head got stuck in the bucket. Jim quickly looked for his sister and
her friend and rescued them.
They became best friends forever.
Isse Aden Mohamed
2D

Dilara Ciftci (Year 4C) with her Islamic project on Ramadan

Wearing his most handsome clothes
he walked slowly down the street,
Looking for a place to buy a
delicious treat to eat.
He jumped up high in excitement
when he saw the candy store.
He quickly rushed as quick as a
flash and opened the golden door.
The smiling shop keeper asked,
“Excuse me what would you like?”
“I would like everything you have”,
the man said in delight.
Without using a fork or spoon
he held his plate of food.
And stuffed it in his mouth
as people watched as he chewed.
He oohed and awwed and complained he had a painful stomach
ache.
He walked back home and regretted
why he ate too much cake.
Written by: Zaenab Maryam 6C

EXEMPLARS

THE MAN WHO ATE TOO MUCH

EXEMPLARS

WHAT’S

ON THE

SCIENCE

TABLE TODAY?

Roudaina (Prep) examines a pine cone.

Where’s it from?
“I think it’s from a tree. It falls down- because I have it at home on the
tree.”
Description:
“It’s a cone. It’s spiky. It’s a bit heavy. It’s brown, it’s oval and it’s pretty. ”
Anything else?
“We could find out more stuff about it.”
Teacher: “Pine cones are connected with their moisture content— the scales on
the cones are open when dry and closed when wet. Have a look at ours. They
are all open. That means they are dry.”

MY MUM
My mum has green eyes. She has long curly hair. She wears her
brown robe every night. My mum’s favourite colours are yellow and
pink. She drinks lots of water and she eats popcorn. She likes to eat
popcorn when she watches TV. I love her.
Eddie 2C

The students in Prep. D made beautiful artworks that were made into

the students’ art to increase their self-esteem and to help them develop a sense
of personal identity as a capable learner. Additionally, they are developing the
skills to generate ideas and respond to the qualities of their own and others
representations and artistic works.

EXEMPLARS

professional 2012 calendars for the parents. We believe in publishing some of

EXEMPLARS

WHAT’S

ON THE

SCIENCE

TABLE TODAY?

Saleh (Prep) brought in a stone.

Where is it from?
“From my Auntie’s house. His dad caught it on the beach.”
Description:
“It’s a rock and it’s sharp and it’s shiny. It’s brown and silver and like, sort
of like a black colour. Shiny.”
Why do you like it?
“Because they gave it to me.”
Anything else?
Sarafina: “Very nice. It’s shiny and it’s got silver,”
Harun: “Can we roll it?”
Saleh: “Yes.”
Teacher: “Would it be safe?”
Sarafina: “What if someone steps on it?”
Saleh: “No. Maybe not play with it.”
Sarafina: “Maybe you just have to hold it.”
Saleh: “Maybe a shark lay on it.”

EXEMPLARS

GRADE 6 ART

EXEMPLARS

Amina Pathan thought of
a better ending to the
story book ‘The Lorax.
She said, “Unless
somebody does
something to help,
nothing will change.”

Year 11
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You Will be Missed

This year marks a sad time for ICB and the
wider community.
Zeinab Ali of year nine passed away
following a tragic accident. She will be
remembered for her happy smile and kind
and gentle ways.
Zeinab was always helpful to her teachers
and a trusted friend to many students. Her
passing bought the community together in
grief, and reminded us all of how precious
each individual is, and how we must
appreciate each other in this life.

You Will be Missed
I was deeply saddened when I learned the news on Friday afternoon,
September 16, 2011. One of my dearest, Sr. Khairunnisa bint Abu
Bakar Ajie passed away while giving birth to her third child; Latifa
Khairunnisa. A baby sister to Muntazhar (Year 4) and Amira (Year 2).
She was a loving wife and mother. She was a great friend to be with.
Her passing drew the community together in grief. Words can’t describe
how much we will miss her. She will be remembered in our memories for
her genuine and kind-hearted. We pray for her family, may Allah
Subhanahu wa ta’ala keep them safe, strong and among the righteous.
Aamin...
By: Asri Handayani

2011 MAGAZINE CREDITS
THE PRODUCTION TEAM:
Minaaz Khan
Di Ross
Zahid Ali Khan
Erica Byrne
Krystal Toh
Moneeza Khan
Darco Basic
Lauren Randovanov
Iram Khan
Gillian Flick
Muhammad Shah
Also, special thanks to Shaheeda Sadeed Year 12, for helping with writing articles.
Everyone contributed to a wonderful magazine—THANKS!
The Production Team hope you enjoy this year’s magazine and wishes you all a
happy and safe 2011
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